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ABSTRACT
Objective: To test the germline oncogenic mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes, associated with triple-negative breast cancer
(TNBC) patients under study, by targeted sequencing of their DNA with next-generation sequencing (NGS) platform.
Study Design: Cross-sectional observational study.
Place and Duration of Study: Histopathology Department, Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP) Rawalpindi, Pakistan
from May to June 2020.
Methodology: Peripheral blood of 14 women (aged ≤60) with triple negative breast carcinoma (TNBC) was taken with the
consent  of  performing  germline  genetic  testing.  Targeted  NGS was  performed for  all  coding  regions  and  splicing  sites
of BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes, using AmpliSeq for Illumina BRCA Panel and Illumina MiSeq sequencer (placed at AFIP). Analysis
and interpretation of the sequencing results have been done by using Illumina bioinformatics tools and external databases.
Results: Two hundred and fifty-four variants were detected in BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes, having variant quality score of 100 in
all cases under study. As a result, two pathogenic variants and three variants of uncertain significance were interpreted in this
germline pipeline. Cases with pathogenic variants had early onset breast cancer with age less than 35.
Conclusion: Germline variants in BRCA were detected in the known cases of TNBC, which will not only identify the most preva-
lent mutations in this region; but will also make them a candidate to receive targeted therapies, which was previously not
possible without genetic testing. Moreover, this study further validates the importance of early BRCA genetic screening in young
patients, who have positive family history of breast carcinoma.
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INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is the most prevalent type in the world of all cancers,
and in Pakistani women, too. In Pakistan, 30.8% deaths of cancer
suffering  women  are  by  breast  cancer.1  Triple-negative  breast
cancer (TNBC) accounts for about 20% of all cases of breast cancer,
it is an aggressive subtype of breast carcinoma with poor prognosis
and a higher risk of recurrence.2 TNBC is defined by the lack of
expression  of  human  epidermal  growth  factor  receptor  two
(HER2/neu), estrogen receptor (ER) and progesterone receptors
(PR). BRCA1 and BRCA2 are tumor-suppressor genes and involved
in DNA damage repair and recombination, cell-cycle checkpoint
control, apoptosis and transcriptional regulation.3 Variants in BR-
CA genes induce defective DNA repair mechanisms, which are asso-
ciated with hereditary breast and/or ovarian cancers.4
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According to NCCN guidelines, breast carcinoma patients with
triple  negative  immunohistochemical  markers,  estrogen,
progesterone and HER2/neu, with age equal or less than 60,
should  be  screened  for  BRCA  mutations/variants.5  Previous
explorations have validated that the cancer patients, who are
BRCA-mutated, are sensitive to platinum chemotherapy and
show a good prognosis after treatment with poly ADP ribose
polymerase (PARP) inhibitors (PARPi).6,7 Food and Drug Adminis-
tration  (FDA)  has  approved  the  PARPi  that  target  and  kill
HER2/neu negative BRCA mutated cancer cells.8 Gene BRCA1 is
located on chromosome 17, and contains 24 exons that code for
1863  amino  acids  (NM_00,724.3),  whereas  gene  BRCA2  is
located on chromosome 13, and contains 27 exons that code for
3418 amino acids (NM_000059.3).9,10 BRCA1/2 genes are highly
polymorphic regions and there are no evident mutation hot
spots, except in the Ashkenazi population.11,12

Literature show that germline BRCA mutations are highly pene-
trant in breast or ovarian cancer, which mostly run as autosomal
dominant form.13  BRCA1  mutations are more likely to cause
TNBC than BRCA2 mutations.14  In a comprehensive study of
genetic  testing  of  192  TNBC  cases  in  Pakistan,  Sanger
sequencing method was used for screening 26 hotspot muta-
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tions in BRCA1 and BRCA2. One hundred and twenty-five cases
with  pathogenic  mutations  were  identified,  in  which  84%
variants are of BRCA1 and 16% of BRCA2 detected.15

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) system is going to establish
for genetic testing of breast cancer. The aim of this study was to
test  germline  variants  associated  with  TNBC  cases,  by
sequencing  all  exons  and  splice  site  regions  of  BRCA1  and
BRCA2 genes via NGS.

METHODOLOGY

It  was  an  observational  study  where  the  participants  were
recruited from the records of Histopathology Department of
AFIP, Rawalpindi, Pakistan, diagnosed as triple negative breast
cancers  by  doing  immunohistochemistry  for  ER,  PR  and
HER2/neu receptors and were scored quantitatively following
College of American Pathologists (CAP) guidelines16,17 with simul-
taneous positive internal control.  The inclusion criteria was:
females having triple negative breast carcinoma, aged equal or
less  than  60  years.  Exclusion  criteria:  were  triple-negative
breast cancer cases aged more than 60 years. Fourteen cases
were enrolled for this study with informed consent. This project
was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Armed Forces
Institute of Pathology (AFIP), Pakistan.

Peripheral blood samples in EDTA vials were collected at AFIP in
May 2020. Genomic DNA isolation from the whole blood for germ-
line study of breast cancer, was performed using QIAamp Blood
DNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and quantified using
Qubit assay according to manufacturer’s instructions (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, USA). Isolated genomic DNA was diluted to the
required  concentration  for  polymerase  chain  reaction  (PCR)-
based library preparation. Targeted amplification of the coding
regions  and  splicing  sites  of  BRCA1  (NM  007294)
and BRCA2 (NM 000059) genes was performed using AmpliSeq
for  Illumina  BRCA  Panel.  The  uniquely  indexed  BRCA  panel
libraries were prepared according to the AmpliSeq for Illumina
BRCA Panel Reference Guide and were proceeded to paired-end
sequencing by  synthesis  utilising  MiSeq sequencer  (Illumina,
San Diego, CA, USA). Local run manager of MiSeq sequencer anal-
ysed the base quality and amplicon coverage of raw reads. Then
the cleaned reads, which passed the quality phred score more
than 30, were aligned to the human reference genome hg19/-
GRCh37 via BWA-MEM Whole-Genome (Aligner) version 0.7.9a-i-
sis-1.0.2 and subsequently called mismatched calls as variants
by Pisces Variant Caller version 5.2.9.23. Genetic variants were
identified and annotated via Illumina Annotation Engine version
2.0.11-0-g7fb24a09.          

Interpretation of variants was done according to the guidelines
of American College of Medical Genetics (ACMG) and the Associ-
ation  for  Molecular  Pathology  (AMP).18  To  categorise  the
variants into pathogenic, likely pathogenic, variant of uncertain
significance (VUS), likely benign or benign; in-silico prediction
software and external curated databases were used. On the
basis of the in-silico prediction output, SIFT (http://sift.jcvi.org/),
PolyPhen-2 (http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/) and Muta-
tion Taster (http://www.mutationtaster.org/), functional effect

of resultant variants on the protein of BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes
were  identified.  For  minor  allele  frequencies  of  resultant
variants,  genome  aggregation  database  (http://gnomad.
broadinstitute.org/)  was  used.  ClinVar  (http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/clinvar/),  dbSNP  (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/)
and Genomic Data Commons Data Portal (http://portal.gdc.-
cancer.gov/)  databases  were  consulted  for  the  respective
variants to examine their clinical significance.

Figure 1 (A): Type of variants resulted from targeted NGS of BRCA panel in
triple negative breast cancer and early onset breast cancer cases. There
is an inframe indel in case # 8, and frameshift indel in case # 10.

Figure 1 (B): Clinical significance of resulted BRCA variants in the cases
under study. Two women with oncogenic variants (BRCA1), three with
variant of uncertain significance (BRCA1 and BRCA2), and nine women
with  benign  variants  of  BRCA  genes  reported  in  this  study.  Thus,
providing a great deal of genetic information to their families.

RESULTS

All fourteen female study participants had onset of disease at or
less than 60 years age, and disease phenotype was invasive
breast carcinoma with triple negative progesterone, estrogen
and HER2 receptors.

In all patients’ BRCA1 and BRCA2 DNA sequences, 95% of bases
had a phred score higher  than 30,  with  the minimum 500X
coverage depth, and the uniformity of coverage was 99%. There
were 254 variants having variant quality score of 100, 64.8%
and 48.4% variants in BRCA1 and BRCA2, respectively, in all
patients under study. Consequence of variants were missense,
nonsense, indels, and synonymous in exonic region and also
detected variants  in  5’UTR and splice  site  regions.  Variants
having minor allele frequency >0.05 based on gnomAD browser
were excluded (Figure 1).
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Table I: Details of pathogenic variants and VUS in BRCA1/BRCA2 resulted in cases under study by targeted NGS.
Case’s
Age Gene rsIDa Variantb MAFc Zygosity Consequence in silico

Predictionf Classificationg

31 BRCA1 rs41293455
Exon: 12/23
c.4327C >T
p.(Arg1443Ter)

Global= 0.000025,
SAd= 0.000

Heterozygous
 

Stop gained/
Nonsense

Disease
causing Pathogenic

38 BRCA1 rs775417240
Exon: 23/23
c.5571_5579delGATCCCCCA
p.(Gln1857_Pro1859del)

- Heterozygous
 Inframe deletion Tolerated VUS

32 BRCA1 rs80357819
Exon: 10/23
c.2866_2870delTCTCA
p.(Ser956ValfsTer13)

- Heterozygous
 

Frameshift
deletion

Disease
causing Pathogenic

45 BRCA2 rs587781399
Exon: 10/27
c.1070A>C
p.(Glu357Ala)

Global=
0.00004414, SA=
0.000365

Heterozygous
 Missense Disease

causing VUS

33 BRCA2 rs431825354
Exon: 16/27
c.7628A>G
p.(Tyr2543Cys)

Global=
0.00003189,
SA=0.000196

Heterozygous Missense Tolerated VUS

 rsID is reference SNP (RefSNP) identifier for a variant type assigned by Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Database (dbSNP), (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/ ).  b Variant nomenclature
according to HGVS (Human Genome Variation Society) standards.  c Minor allele frequency (MAF) indicates the least frequent allele at a specific locus in a given population. For MAF,
genome aggregation database (http://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/) was use.   d SA is abbreviated form of South Asian.   f Analysed by using in-silico prediction software i.e. Mutation
Taster, SIFT and PolyPhen.   g Interpretation was done by utilizing ACMG guidelines, curated external databases and resources i.e. dbSNP, ClinVar, GDC Data portal.

Two pathogenic variants (0.79%) were found in BRCA1, in
cases aged less than 33 years. Variants of uncertain signifi-
cance  (1.18%)  in  BRCA1  and  BRCA2  in  three  individual
patients aged less than 46 years (Table I); and 98% variants
in BRCA genes were benign in all cases.

DISCUSSION

Cancer  genetic  information  is  valuable  for  the  patient’s
targeted therapy and the family members to early diagnose
and reduce the potential risk of cancer onset through proper
genetic  counselling  and  genetic  testing.  This  study  was
conducted  to  establish  a  high-throughput  targeted  DNA
sequencing focusing on BRCA1/2 genetic variants in triple-neg-
ative breast cancer cases. In a patient aged 31, a nonsense
point mutation is detected which is causing a premature, short-
ened and non-functional BRCA1 protein. This variant has been
reported  to  be  causative  of  hereditary  breast  and  ovarian
cancer (dbSNP ID rs41293455), and was first reported in 1994
in Nature Genetics for the early onset of  hereditary breast
carcinoma.19 In a largest Pakistani study, it is found to be a
germline  deleterious  variant  for  breast/ovarian  cancer
families.15  Another  curated  oncogenic  BRCA1  variant,  a
frameshift  deletion,  has  been detected  in  a  case  aged 32
(dbSNP ID rs80357819). This variant is creating a premature
translational stop signal and has been reported in the litera-
ture for breast and/or ovarian cancer.20, 21

A  variant  of  uncertain  clinical  significance  (VUS)  of  BRCA1
gene has been detected (dbSNP ID rs775417240) in a case
aged 38, an inframe deletion in the last exon of BRCA1. Inter-
pretation of this variant in external databases is evaluated as
of  uncertain  significance.  There  is  no  published  paper  which
reports its pathogenicity for breast cancer and the submitters
of  this  variant  in  ClinVar (ID:  VCV000187111.6)  are clinical
laboratories.  Prediction  algorithm  of  Mutation  Taster  defines
this variant as polymorphism which can be tolerated but exper-
imental  studies are not yet available to validate its clinical
significance. Two VUS in BRCA2 gene have also been detected
in  the  cases  aged  45  and  33  respectively.  Both  of  these
variants are single base substitutions which are subsequently
changing the amino acid and the consequence is missense vari-
ation.  Although,  these  variants  are  reported  in  external

databases  and  in  a  Pakistani  study  too,22  but  there  is  no
evidence for these variants to be causative of breast cancer. 
Further functional studies will be required to evaluate the roles
of  these  variants  of  uncertain  significance  in  disease  pheno-
type as available evidence is not enough.

In this study, cases aged less than 50 years screened out to
have reportable BRCA variants, were interpreted according to
the  ACMG  guidelines,  complementing  other  ethnic  cohort
studies. In a German consortium study, it was concluded that
every triple negative breast cancer patient aged less 50 years
should be screened for germline BRCA mutations regardless of
family history.23  This assay is  also supporting the literature
that BRCA1 variants are more frequently associated with TNBC
than BRCA2 variants.14

Other study participants in which benign mutations are iden-
tified, BRCA1/BRCA2 coding regions are ruled out to be causa-
tive for the germline breast cancer. Variants in other onco-
genes or  tumor suppressor genes might be responsible for
their phenotype of triple negative breast cancer or it could be
possible that no germline mutation is  present in them and
somatic variants might account for the cancer predisposition.

CONCLUSION

Understanding the genetic heterogenicity of breast cancer will
help the clinicians to manage and treat it. PARP inhibitors are
on  the  forefront  approved  targeted  therapy  against  BRCA
mutated carcinomas. Identification of these mutations will not
only  help  identifying  the  most  prevalent  mutations  in  this
region, but will also help introduce latest targeted therapy in
these patients resulting in not only improved prognosis and
treatment  for  cancer  patients,  but  will  also  reduce  the
unwanted complications of traditional chemotherapy.
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